In this paper a novel cross-device text-independent speaker verification architecture is proposed. Majority of the state-of-the-art deep architectures that are used for speaker verification tasks consider Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. In contrast, our proposed Siamese convolutional neural network architecture uses Mel-frequency spectrogram coefficients to benefit from the dependency of the adjacent spectro-temporal features. Moreover, although spectro-temporal features have proved to be highly reliable in speaker verification models, they only represent some aspects of short-term acoustic level traits of the speaker's voice. However, the human voice consists of several linguistic levels such as acoustic, lexicon, prosody, and phonetics, that can be utilized in speaker verification models. To compensate for these inherited shortcomings in spectrotemporal features, we propose to enhance the proposed Siamese convolutional neural network architecture by deploying a multilayer perceptron network to incorporate the prosodic, jitter, and shimmer features. The proposed endto-end verification architecture performs feature extraction and verification simultaneously. This proposed architecture displays significant improvement over classical signal processing approaches and deep algorithms for forensic crossdevice speaker verification.
Introduction
Speech is considered as a form of biometric verification, since everybody has his or her unique voice. Speaker verification aims to extract features from a speaker's speech samples and use them to recognize or verify speaker identity through modelings of the speaker's speech samples [22] . The speaker-verification literature focuses on designing a setup in which the claimed identity of a speaker is either accepted or rejected, which can be conducted as text-dependent [7, 32, 20] or text-independent [15, 33] . During text-dependent speaker verification the speech content is a predefined, fixed text, such as a passphrase, while textindependent speaker verification aims to verify the speaker using freeform spoken words, independent of the text or language or other prior constraints. The possible unconstrained variations in text-independent speaker verification make it much more challenging compared to text-dependent models [32] .
Voice samples can be acquired through different recording devices and are subject to device and quality mismatch. In addition, the samples can be recorded at different sampling rates and distances, which result in bitrate mismatch and channel noise. The samples are also subject to background noise problem due to environmental noise and distortion. Channel-independent speaker verification frameworks [25] try to address this problem. Channelindependent text-independent frameworks are considered to be the ultimate test in the speaker verification domain [26, 14] .
Deep learning algorithms are the state-of-the-art frameworks for many biometric applications such as face [17] , fingerprint [9] , and iris [30] classification, as well as multimodal classification [30, 31] , attribute-enhanced classification [18] , and domain adaptation [24] . Deep learning architectures have recently proven to be able to provide superior performance compared to traditional speaker verification algorithms, showing significant gains over the stateof-the-art Gaussian Mixture Models and Hidden Markov Models [28, 21, 23] . The majority of the deep learning architectures proposed for speaker recognition task are multilayer perceptron (MLP)-based models using Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [29, 7, 32] . However, MLP-MFCC architectures fail to preserve the correlation between the adjacent features. To address this issue convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used in speaker recognition [33, 25] . Additionally, compared to architectures requiring hand-crafted features, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) extract and classify features simultaneously, and, therefore, avoid losing valuable information [19] .
State-of-the-art deep speaker recognition systems use spectro-temporal voice features [25, 29] . The most wellknown these short-term features used in the literature are spectrogram, MFCCs, and Mel-frequency spectrogram coefficients (MFSCs). Inheriting from the short-term nature of these features, most of the models proposed only explore the acoustic level of the signal, such as spectral magnitudes and formant frequencies [5, 13] . However, several important linguistic levels such as lexicon, prosody or phonetics cannot be recognized from short-term features. These levels of information are learned habits by the speaker. These features do not perform as well as the short-term features in the identification and verification scenarios when the utterances are significantly short. However, when the length of the utterance increases, it is shown that the identification and verification performance of the prosodic features increases drastically [27] . These features also significantly improve the model when fused with short-term features [13, 12] .
In the speaker-verification literature a three-phase procedure is defined. Initially, in the development phase, background models are developed from a large collection of data. New speakers are added to the model during the enrollment phase to construct speaker-dependent models. In the evaluation phase test utterances are compared to the enrolled speaker models and the background model to verify the identity of the speaker [32] . In this setup, the difference between low-dimensional representations of enrollment and test utterances is considered to accept or reject the hypothesis [29] . However, in the proposed algorithm, the enrollment phase is excluded. The proposed Siamese model is trained using the utterances from the training set in the training phase. In the test phase, the trained model is deployed to compute the distance between two utterances. The computed inter sub-network distance is used to determine whether or not the utterances belong to the same speaker.
In this paper, we make the following contributions: (i) prosodic, jitter, and shimmer features are deployed to enhance the performance of the proposed CNN Siamese network; (ii) a text-independent embedding space is constructed considering short-term and prosodic features; (iii) rather than extracting the features using hand-crafted methods, a fully data-driven architecture using fused CNN and MLP networks has been optimized for joint domain-specific feature extraction and representation with the application of speaker verification, finally (iv) the proposed algorithm can be used for real-time applications since it does not require the enrollment phase.
Prosodic features to enhance deep coupled CNN
CNN architectures have recently proven to outperform the traditional speaker verification algorithms. Following the scenario deployed in image processing literature, the input fed into the CNN is a nonlinearly scaled spectrogram with its first and second temporal derivatives [3] . CNN models prefer inputs that change smoothly along both dimensions. Therefore, acoustic features need to smoothly change both in time and frequency [4] . Since the acoustic signal is smooth in time, the frequency features need to preserve the locality of the speech signal. The majority of the works using deep neural networks for speech processing use MFCCs [29, 32, 6] .
However, these features do not preserve the locality of the frequency domain signal since the discrete cosine transform (DCT) projects the spectral energies into a basis that does not maintain locality [3] . Recently, MFSCs have been introduced to compensate for this shortcoming [4] . MF-SCs are the log-energy computed directly from the melfrequency spectral coefficients, which are the representation of the smoothed spectral envelope of the speech. These features, which are computed similarly to MFCC features with no DCT operation, along with their deltas and delta-deltas (first and second temporal derivatives) are fed into CNN as three channels of the input, describing the acoustic energy distribution of the spoken utterances.
These short-term coefficients represent the spectral envelope of a speech frame. Although these parameters are speaker specific, they are unable to represent suprasegmental characteristics of the speech signal [13] . On the other hand, prosodic coefficients represent features that are larger than phonetic units such as; sound, duration, tone and intensity variation.
Although within-speaker variability in phonetic content and speaking style degrades the performance of speaker verification systems for short utterances [27] , due to the practical complexity of the CNN architecture and the vast number of parameters that need to be trained, it is not feasible to feed the utterances to the network since it will drastically reduce the number of samples in the training set. To compensate for this shortcoming, we propose to compute the prosodic features from the whole utterances. For each utterance, several short utterances are randomly chosen. Each of these short utterances, along with the prosodic features calculated for the utterance, are fed to the network. The decision is made upon the computed overall scores.
Following the setup in [13] , 18 prosodic features are extracted from the utterances: three features related to word and segmental durations (number of frames per word and length of word-internal voiced and unvoiced segments), six features related to fundamental frequency (mean, maxi-mum, minimum, range, pseudo-slope and slope), and nine jitter and shimmer measurements. Jitter indices used in this setup are absolute jitter, relative jitter, rap, and ppq5, while the shimmer indices used are shimmer (dB), relative shimmer, apq3, apq5, and apq11 [13] .
Jitter and shimmer are defined as the indices for the cycle-to-cycle variations of fundamental frequency and amplitude, respectively. These indices are used to describe the voice quality. The frequency of a speaker's voice varies from one cycle to the next cycle. Jitter is defined as the cycle-to-cycle variation of fundamental frequency, and is the measurement of vocal stability. On the other hand, Shimmer is the index for vocal amplitude perturbation. Since these features characterize particular voices, they provide speaker-specific information.
Proposed speaker-verification architecture
The proposed Siamese architecture consists of two subnetworks that share weights. Each sub-network includes MLP and CNN networks, and the joint representation layer. Segmental features are extracted from each utterance, and are fed to the MLP network, while random short utterances are chosen from the utterances. MFSCs are extracted from short utterances and fed into CNN network. Each subnetwork is represented by a fully-connected fusion layer that act as the joint representation. Two joint representations are used to train the network through the contrastive loss.
Frequency-and prosody-domain networks
Pooling algorithms are used in CNN architectures to reduce the possibility of over-fitting. Maxpooling is the sample-based conventional process in CNN architectures to down-sample the feature map representation without smoothing the feature maps, while extracting the most important features. It reduces the maps' dimensionality and allows the architecture to make sub-region assumptions. However, maxpooling is a shift-invariant operator and risks undesirable phonetic confusion [11] . To compensate, we propose to use multiple maxpooling sizes in the frequency domain instead of the conventional maxpooling and concatenate the output feature maps in depth as shown in Table 1. On the other hand, since the proposed architecture is text-independent, the conventional last-layer fullyconnected layer is replaced by average pooling along the time axis and a fully connected layer along the frequency axis. Additionally, this modification allows the inputs to vary in size in the time domain.
The frequency domain network is comprised of five major convolutional components and two fully-connected layers which are connected in series. Each convolutional layer is followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer and a time domain maxpooling. Conv2 and Conv4 are also fol- 
lowed by a heterogeneous frequency domain maxpooling.
In the proposed heterogeneous maxpooling, different kernel sizes are applied on the feature maps and the outputs are concatenated in depth and fed into the next convolutional layer. The inputs to the frequency-domain network represent short-term features of the acoustic signal. 18 Prosodic features are fed into a multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers. Each hidden layer consists of 64 hidden units, while the output layer includes 32 nodes.
Speaker-verification coupled CNN
The final objective of the proposed model is to verify whether or not two utterances recorded on different devices belong to the same speaker or not. The utterances can also be recorded at the same time or in different sessions. Therefore, the proposed method needs to satisfy the textindependent condition. On the other hand, it is not feasible to feed the whole utterances to the network, since it drastically reduces the number of samples. In addition, since the utterance can vary in length, feeding them to the network limits the batch normalization benefits. Therefore, we propose to randomly choose several fixed-length short utterances. Each short utterance is fed into the network along with the prosodic features calculated from the long utterance. The final decision is made upon the distances (scores) given to each pair of short utterances. As can be seen in Figure 1 , the proposed architecture is a Siamese network, where two sub-networks share weights. Each sub-network consists of CNN and MLP networks. The MFSC-CNN consist of five convolutional and two fullyconnected layers. The MLP network consists of two 64units hidden layers and the output layer of 32 units. This output layer, along with the FC7 layer, are fed into a fullyconnected layer of size 128. Contrastive loss is applied to compute the distance between two short utterances.
The ultimate goal of the proposed architecture is to find the latent deep features representing the speaker specific features. In order to find a common latent embedding subspace, we couple sub-networks via a contrastive loss function [8] . This function (L c ) pulls the utterances that belong to the same speaker toward each other into a common latent embedding subspace and pushes the utterances belong to different speakers apart.
Although the utterances came from different devices, the recording device is assumed unknown in the test process. Therefore, the sub-networks cannot be trained for a specific device. Considering no knowledge about the recording device, weight-sharing between sub-networks is assumed. The contrastive loss between the sub-networks is defined as [8] :
where x i and x j are two utterances. The binary label y i,j is equal to 0 if x i and x j belong to the same speaker. Otherwise, it is equal to 1. l ge and l im represent the partial loss functions for the genuine and impostor pairs, respectively, and D i,j indicates the Euclidean distance between the embedded data in the common feature subspace (FC8). l ge and l im are defined as follows:
where m is the contrastive loss margin. z(x) is the subnetwork based embedding functions, which transforms x into the common latent embedding space. It should be noted that the contrastive loss function considers the subjects' labels inherently. Therefore, it has the ability to find a discriminative embedding space by employing the data labels in contrast to some other metrics, such as Euclidean distance. This discriminative embedding space would be useful in identifying speaker specific features. During the training phase, the pairs of the short-utterances are fed into the Siamese network along with the prosodic features computed from the pair of whole utterances. During the test phase, for a pair of utterances, first the prosodic features are computed. Then, several pairs of short utterances are randomly chosen and fed to the network. The distance for each pair is computed. The distance between two long utterances is defined as the mean of these distances.
Joint optimization of the network
In this section, the training of the Siamese architecture is discussed. Here, we explain the implementation of CNN and MLP networks, the joint fully-connected fusion layer and the concurrent optimization of the architecture.
Training of the network
Initially, the MFSC-dedicated CNNs are trained independently as a classifier using all the utterances in the training set. As explained in Section 3, the network consists of five convolutional and two fully-connected layers. A softmax layer is added to the network, where the number of units is equal to the number of speakers in the training set.
Training the network as classifier facilitates the extraction of the discriminative features from MFSC coefficients.
The inputs are 3 seconds utterances which are represented as 300 × 224 × 3 images. Three channels represent static, delta and delta-delta feature maps, while 40 represent the number of MFSC coefficients. The training algorithm is deployed by minimizing the softmax cross-entropy loss using mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with momentum. The training was regularized by weight decay and 50% dropout for the fully connected layers except for the last layer. The batch size, momentum and L 2 penalty multiplier are set to 32, 0.9 and 0.0005, respectively. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1. The learning rate is decreased exponentially by a factor of 0.1 for every 2 epochs of training. In this network, batch normalization [16] is applied. The moving average decay is set to 0.99.
Similarly, the MLP network is optimized independently. The parameters for this optimization are the same as the parameters for the CNN network. To train the joint representation, the CNN and MLP networks are frozen and the joint representation layer is optimized greedily upon the extracted features. The initial learning rate is reduced to the smallest final learning rate among two networks. Finally, the classification architecture is trained jointly.
To train the Siamese network, the network is initialized with the weights optimized for the classifier network. The pairs are fed into the network and the contrastive loss function is minimized while the sub-networks share weight.
Hyperparameter optimization
The hyperparameters in our experiments are : λ the regularization parameter, α 0 initial learning rate, n number of epochs per decay for the learning rate, d moving average decay, and m as the momentum. For each optimization, the 5-fold cross-validation method on the training set is used to estimate the best hyperparameters.
Experiments and disscussions
5.1. Dataset FBI Voice Collection 2016: This database consists of two sessions (July 2016 and January 2017) of speech from 411 individuals using three recording devices: a high-quality microphone, a typical interview room recording system/DVR, and a digital recorder capturing the speech over a cell phone connection. The last two recording are recorded simultaneously. The number of male and female speakers are 205 and 206 respectively. This database is one of the few databases that allows disjoint channel-independent training and testing of the proposed algorithm. The total number of utterances is equal to 2, 418. The training is conducted on 361 speakers. The test is performed on the remaining 50 subjects. A summary of the database is presented in Table 2 . 
Data representation
Initially all utterances are re-sampled to 48 KHz. For each utterance prosodic features were extracted using Praat software for acoustic analysis [1]. These 18 features listed in Section 2 are the inputs fed to MLP network. Then, voiced segments of the utterances are detected using the voicebox toolbox [2] . Each voiced utterance is divided into 25ms frames with 60% overlap.
Each frame is multiplied with a hamming window to keep the continuity of the first and the last points in the frame. 40 MFSC coefficients are extracted from each frame. Delta and delta-delta channels are constructed for each frame as the first derivative and second temporal derivative of MFSC features. Cepstral mean and variance normalization are applied on each utterance, in which each frequency bin is normalized to zero mean and unit variance. Finally, short utterances of three seconds length with two seconds overlap are generated. The inputs fed to CNN network are 40 × 300 × 3 short utterances.
Training and test phases
Training phase: Pairs of short utterances are randomly chosen, while we make sure that the overall number of genuine and imposter pairs are equal. The pairs of short utterances are fed into the architecture along with the prosodic features. The architecture is trained under contrastive loss with no normalization on the last fully-connected layer (FC8). Here the short utterances are assumed to be independent samples, and the contrastive loss is applied on each pair of short utterances. The contrastive loss margin is set to 10.
Test phase: For each pair of utterances, 500 pairs of short utterances are randomly chosen. The pairs of short utterances are fed into the architecture along with the prosodic features. For each pair of short utterances, the distance is computed as the Euclidean distance between the samples in the embedding space. The vector of the distances between the short utterances is used to determine the distance between two utterances. The short samples can be noisy or may not include speaker specific information. Therefore, averaging the distances between pairs of short utterances may include outliers. To remove the effect of these short utterances, the vector's mean and standard deviation are computed. The average of the elements in the vicinity of two standard deviations from the mean value represent the distance between the pair of utterances.
Evaluation metrics
The performance of different experiments are reported and compared using two verification metrics. The utilized metrics are equal error rate (EER) and area under curve (AUC). When false acceptance and false rejection rate for the model are equal, the common value is referred to as EER. AUC represents the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. Table 3 presents the verification results for the proposed algorithm. In addition, the verification results for CNN and MLP trained independently are presented. The score-level fusion of two networks is considered as well. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with that of i-vector/PLDA algorithm [10] . The same MFSC feature used in the proposed deep algorithm are used in i-vector algorithm. The i-vector model is also trained with MFCC features. The algorithm is also compared with two state-ofthe-art deep architectures [25, 7] . Table 4 presents the results for channel-dependent setup. In this special case, each sub-network is fed with utterances from a specific device. To train this architecture, the subnetworks do not share weights. To initialize the parameters for this setup, both the sub-networks are initialized with the parameters from channel-independent setup. This setup leads to better performance compared to channelindependent setup, since the channel-dependent information in the test samples can be learned during the training phase. The only exception is Phone-DVR cross-device verification setup, where, both devices are considered lowquality devices. 
Results

Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a novel cross-device textindependent speaker verification Siamese architecture, where Mel-frequency spectrogram coefficients are used to benefit from correlation of the adjacent features. In addition, prosodic features were deployed to enhance the spectral features fed to CNN. A MLP network is trained to represent the prosodic features describing words, fundamental frequency, jitter and shimmer. The joint representation fusing two networks, trains the network through contrastive loss. The proposed end-to-end verification architecture performs feature extraction and verification simultaneously. The proposed architecture displays significant improvement over conventional classical and deep algorithms for forensic cross-device speaker verification.
